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 Peripheral sensory
neuropathy (PSN) is a common
health problem which may result from
traumatic injuries, infections, metabolic problems,
inherited causes, toxins and metabolic stress including
diabetes.
 Pathogenesis of PSN is not fully understood yet there is no
satisfactory treatment. Clinical experiments are on-going and also
recent evidences indicates hope from in silico analysis.
 The aim of this study was to examine possible involvement of neuropeptides in
PSN by using bioinformatics tools, by examining the expression levels of genes,
known to have neuroendocrine functions through genome analyzes performed in
dorsal root ganglia tissues obtained from CL57BL/6J mice, which are known to be
susceptible to diabetes (as most common cause of neuropathy), modeled PSN by
spared nerve injury (SNI).
 For hypothesis testing, the appropriate datasets
were searched on GEO (Gene Expression Omnibus)
platform from the NIH - National Institute of Health
online archives (www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo), and
the selected GSE102937 superseries dataset,
containing the GSE89224 (for microarray) and
GSE102721 (for RNA-Seq) datasets, was re-analyzed
in the biostatistics R program.
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 In the study design of Cobos EJ
et al. who uploaded these datasets,
40 male adult (9-10 weeks) mice of the
C57BL/6J strain [7 mice of without
spared nerve injury and 33 mice with
SNI] have been included. DRG samples
have been isolated from 2-3 mice every day during
ten days from mice with SNI, after the days
indicated on the right, and the entire gene
expression profiles have been obtained by
DNA microarrays and RNA sequencing.

 Briefly, Cobos et al. correlated gene expression
with behaviour after nerve injury and found that
two distinct processes contribute to neuropathic
pain: one that occurs in neurons, leading to
cold allodynia, and another that includes
immune cells and neurons, leading
to tactile allodynia.
 Whereas, we investigated gene expression levels in
these datasets about neuropeptides that play a role in
neuroendocrine functions, by comparing 13 test groups
with ANOVA. Based on Benjamini-Hochberg correction,
adjusted p-values <0.01 were accepted as significant.

The study groups have
been determined as follows:
Groups
Sham
8h-post SNI
16h-post SNI
1d-post SNI
2d-post SNI
3d-post SNI
4d-post SNI
5d-post SNI
6d-post SNI
7d-post SNI
8d-post SNI
9d-post SNI
10d-post SNI

Amount
of mice
7
3
3
3
3
3
2
3
3
3
3
2
2
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